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Abstract 

The La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 material was prepared by the citrate method and used as a cathode 

for Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). The study was carried out in the presence of a thin interfacial 

layer composed of 50% GDC10 and 50% 8YSZ deposited on both surfaces of the GDC10 

(Ce1.9Gd0.1O1.95) electrolyte. The purity of the materials was studied by X-ray diffraction, while 

X-ray Photon-electron Spectrometry (XPS) was used to characterize the surface chemical state 

of the synthesized material; the morphology of the electrode and cross-sectional images of the 

cell were obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Iodometric titration has also been 

performed for evaluating oxygen over-stoichiometry. Cross-section SEM images have shown 

good adherence between all the cell components and the cationic character of the cathode 

material was confirmed by the XPS and Iodometric analysis. The use of these materials as an 

oxygen cathode has shown interesting electrochemical properties with an Area Specific 

Resistance (ASR) value of the order of 0.060 (Ω.cm²) at 600 °C and 0.022 (Ω.cm²) at 700 °C. 

The activation energy (Ea) of the LNPNO5 material is very low and is of the order of 0.96 eV. 

Keywords: Solid oxide fuel cell, New cathode materials, New interface layer, Electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy, Area specific resistance.  
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I. Introduction 

SOFCs are the most promising fuel cells insofar as their high-temperature operation allows 

cogeneration. The efficiency of the assemblies reaches 60 and 70 % if the gases are pressurized 

at the inlet of the cell. Their power can range from 10 Kilowatts to a few Megawatts [1]. Despite 

the efforts made in this area, the operation temperature of SOFCs remains still a challenge. The 

reduction in temperature towards intermediate temperature causes an increase in the ohmic drop 

in the electrolyte and leads to the creation of over-voltages at the electrodes, mainly at the 

oxygen electrode. Current research is directed toward the discovery of new cathode, electrolyte, 

and anode materials having good electrochemical properties to overcome the problems 

encountered during the operation of electrochemical cells [2-5]. 

Among these studies, the use of an interfacial layer between the electrolyte and cathode has 

been shown to be efficient for preventing chemical reactivity and significantly increasing the 

mechanical and electrochemical properties of the cathode [6-11]. The addition of a "diffusion 

barrier" layer to the interface blocks the diffusion of cationic species at the interface preventing, 

subsequently, the formation of insulating secondary phases. It has also been shown that poor 

adhesion between cathode materials and electrolytes can lead to larger interface bias resistance 

due to a bad contact area. The interlayer improves the adhesion between the cathode and the 

electrolyte, preventing the decrease of the electrode performance during cell operation. The 

majority of studies carried out on the interface layers have focused mainly on ceria, CeO2, 

substituted for samarium [12], gadolinium [13], or yttrium [14]. T. Ogier et al. [8] found that 

the presence of a layer of Ce0.8Gd0.2O2-δ (GDC) or Ce0.72Y0.18O2-δ (YDC) between the cathode 

materials La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.8Co0.2O3-δ, La2NiO4+δ, Pr2NiO4+δ or Nd2NiO4+δ and the 8YSZ electrolyte 

significantly reduced the polarization resistances due to an improvement in the contact surface 

between the cathode and the electrolyte. Steele et al. [9] showed that a layer of 1μm of La0. 

6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−x (LSCF) adjacent to the gadolinium-doped cerium oxide reduced the value 

of the ASR by a factor of 2 to 3. 

Through easy spin-coating, Jang et al. [15] recently described a structure for a newly designed 

interfacial layer consisting of a GDC barrier layer and a thin LSCF layer. This study showed 

that a high surface area of the nano-web-structured La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ (NW-LSCF)  was 

obtained and the ORR was improved due to an increased three-phase limiting length. 

On the other hand, some studies have tended to use composite materials. The latter makes it 

possible to delocalize the surface of contact of two dimensions towards a contact in three 

dimensions (i.e. in volume). This depends on the known properties of electrolyte materials YSZ, 
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GDC, and SDC ( Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.90) which were previously studied and used in SOFC. For this 

purpose, Raghvendra et al. [16], by studying and developing composite materials consisting of 

YSZ and SDC, concluded that increasing the weight ratio of SDC increases the electrical 

conductivity. For a weight ratio of 8.5:1.5 (YSZ/SDC), the electrical conductivity was found to 

be larger than that of YSZ in the temperature range of 400–700 °C. Electrode polarisation was 

also significantly reduced with SDC in the composite electrolytic system. The 1:1 size ratio of 

dense yttria-doped ceria (YDC) and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) nanocomposites [17], also 

showed significant improvement in total ion conductivity with a decrease in crystallite size, 

attributed to an almost ideal parallel connection between the two nanophases, coupled with an 

increase in their ion diffusivity at the grain boundaries. 

Moreover, the presence of the YSZ phase has been shown to considerably improve the 

mechanical properties of the cell. 

On the cathode side, two types of materials have been used; at first, electronic conductors mixed 

with the electrolyte to make a composite electrode, and later on, Mixed Electronic and Ionic 

Conducting oxides (MIEC) [2-5, 18]. It is a means of delocalizing the oxygen reduction reaction 

within the whole volume of the electrode (reduction at the surface of the grains) [19], and of 

reducing the associated polarization resistances and over-voltages [20]. Typical cathode 

materials are compounds with a perovskite structure, as for instance, the widely studied 

strontium cobaltites La1-xSrxCoO3-δ (LSCO) and strontium lanthanum Ferro-cobaltites La1-

xSrxCo1-yFeyO3-δ (LSCF) [21].  

During the last fifteen years, the A2BO4 materials (Ruddlesden-Popper phases) have been 

widely studied as SOFCs cathodes and have drawn a lot of attention due to their kinetics of 

oxygen surface exchange and their oxygen diffusion which are higher than those of the ABO3 

oxides [22]. Actually, and contrarily to perovskite-type materials which are oxygen deficient, 

A2BO4 oxides can accommodate excess oxygen (δ) as an interstitial oxygen defect. This oxygen 

over-stoichiometry δ (A2BO4+δ) leads to high oxygen mobility in these two-dimensional 

structures starting already at intermediate temperatures (around 500 °C) [23]. In addition, in 

these oxides, the presence of interstitial oxygen atoms simultaneously induces the mixed 

valence of the transition metal, B2+ / B3+, which results in high electronic conductivity [24].  

A lot of work focused on the electrochemistry and transport properties of Ln2NiO4+δ phases, 

where Ln = La, Pr or Nd, with particular attention to the La2NiO4+δ composition. Skinner et al. 

[23] and Bassat et al. [24] have studied unsubstituted materials and found high oxide ionic 

conductivities over a wide temperature range indicating that the nickelates are promising 

cathode materials for SOFC cells.  
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It was discovered in a previous work by Ferkhi et al. [5] that the synthesis of the lanthanum 

nickelate materials doped with two rare earth elements is possible and leads to very interesting 

electrochemical properties at low temperatures when used as a cathode for the ORR process in 

alkaline media. In this study, it was concluded that La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 (LNPNO5) compound 

leads to a current intensity very close to the platinum electrode one, which allows them to be 

used as a bifunctional electrocatalyst for the reduction of oxygen in alkaline media. 

 In this paper, we aim to investigate the possible efficiency of the association of this nickelate 

composition with an innovative thin interfacial layer, to our knowledge, i.e. a mixture made of 

GDC and YSZ (so-called GDC-YSZ). According to the results reported by Montenegro-

Hernandez [25], for instance, it is well known that, when deposited on YSZ, such materials 

with high La content lead to the formation of insulating La2Zr2O7 and La2O3 phases. When 

using the GDC-YSZ mixture as an interfacial layer, we hope to increase the adherence between 

GDC and the nickelate which is less detrimental while keeping quite high sintering 

temperatures. Moreover, our second goal was to improve the thermomechanical adhesion 

between the three layers, i.e. GDC, the interfacial layer, and the cathode in order to decrease 

the contact resistances. This is finally why our cathode composition contains a limited amount 

of La, in order to prevent the chemical reactivity as already explained.  
 

In light of all the data summarized here above, a new cathode material based on 

La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4+δ (LNPNO5) was developed and was deposited symmetrically on a GDC10 

(Ce1.9Gd0.1O1.95) pellet on which an interlayer composed of 50% 8YSZ and 50% GDC10 (GDC-

YSZ) has been, beforehand, deposited on both sides of the GDC10. The symmetrical cell 

obtained at the end is schematized as follows: LNPNO5 /GDC-YSZ/GDC/ GDC-YSZ 

/LNPNO5. The electrochemical properties were evaluated by Electrochemical Impedance 

Spectroscopy (EIS) in order to evaluate the electrochemical performances of the cathode 

material in the presence of the interfacial layer introduced. 
 

I. Experimental part 

II.1. Preparation and characterization of the cathode material.  

The nitrate-citrate method previously reported by Ferkhi et al. [26] was used for the preparation 

of the La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4+δ material (LNPNO5). The used precursors were La2O3 (Biochem), 

Nd(NO3)3.6H2O (99,0 %, Sigma-Aldrich), Pr(NO3)3.6H2O (99,9 %, Sigma- Aldrich), and 

Ni(NO3)2. 6H2O (97,0 %, Sigma-Aldrich). After the complete dissolution of the metal cations 

in nitric aqueous solution, the addition of citric acid (C6H8O7) in slight excess leads to the 

formation of a gel. This gel (viscous mixture) was then dried at 175 °C, the obtained meringue 
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was crushed and heated in air at several temperatures, 350 and 500 °C for 1 hour, and finally at 

1000 °C for 4 hours. 

X-Ray diffraction diagrams were obtained using an XPERT-PRO-type diffractometer (CuKα 

radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). The refinement of the diffraction spectra was performed using the 

"JANA" software, which allows for determining the structural cell parameters. 

The morphology and microstructure of the powders and pellets were studied using a JEOL / EO 

version 1.07 Scanning Electron Microscope. 

For the purpose of estimating oxygen stoichiometry, iodometric titration was used according to 

the following experimental protocol: a mass of the material ( 100 mg) was dissolved in a 

potassium iodide solution (10-2 mol.L-1) and concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl, 12 mol.L-1) 

at 60 °C, under Ar flow. Once in solution, the Ni cations were reduced by the iodide ions (𝐼-), 

and the amount of generated iodine is then dosed with sodium thiosulphate (Na2S2O3, 10-2    

mol.L-1) in the presence of a few drops of starch as indicator dye, according to the following two 

reactions:  

Ni2+ +2 I- = Ni + I2   ;   then  I2(aq) + 2 S2O3
2-

(aq) = S4O6
2-

(aq) + 2 I- (aq) 

The XPS analysis was carried out to study the elemental surface composition and the oxidation 

states of various elements constituting the surface of the prepared material. The measurements 

were carried out on a Thermo Fisher K-Alpha spectrometer using a monochromatic Al Kα X-

ray beam (1486.6 eV, 300 μm spot size). Surface charge effects were avoided using an electron 

flood gun. The pressure in the analyzer chamber was about 2 x 10-8 Pa. The survey spectra were 

recorded with a pass energy of 200 eV and, for high-resolution spectra, this energy was lowered 

to 30 eV. Thermo Scientific Advantage software (version 5.943) was used for the collection 

and processing of the spectra. Binding energy shifts were corrected against the adventitious 

position of the C 1s carbon set at 284.6 eV and the BE precision was ± 0.1 eV.  

 

Excessive reactivity between the different layers of the symmetrical cells can induce the 

formation of insulating phases leading to an increase in polarization resistance and also to a 

drastic decrease in ionic transfer at the cathode/electrolyte interface. It was thus important to 

study the chemical reactivity between the different materials of the cell in order to better 

optimize the interfaces. For the prepared half-cells, two interfaces "cathode / interfacial layer" 

and "interfacial layer/electrolyte" were studied. For this purpose, powders of (cathode; 

interfacial layer) and (interfacial layer; electrolyte) were mixed (mass ratio 1:1) and sintered at 

1350 and 800 °C for 3 days, respectively. After this treatment, the powder mixtures were 

analyzed by the XRD method. 
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II.2. Preparation of symmetrical half cells 

The dense Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 (GDC10) pellet was prepared by isostatic pressing at 3000 bar for 

5 min, then sintered for 10 h at 1400 °C [27]. The electrolyte pellet had finally a diameter of ~ 

16 mm, a thickness of ~ 1.5 mm, and a density higher than 95% of the theoretical value. 

Regarding the interfacial layer composed of 50% (ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08 (8YSZ) and 50% GDC10 

(so-called GDC-YSZ), it was prepared by mixing the two powders (8YSZ and GDC10), and 

ground together in a mortar, then, mixed with water and methyl cellulose [28, 29] to form a 

homogeneous ink (powders in suspension), avoiding any agglomeration. After stirring for 12 

h, this ink was symmetrically deposited, as uniformly as possible, on the two sides of the 

previously prepared pellet of the GDC10 electrolyte, using a fine brush cleaned beforehand 

with distilled water and ethanol. Sintering at 1350 °C /1 hour was necessary to obtain good 

adhesion between the (GDC-YSZ) layer and the electrolyte [30]. After the final sintering of the 

interfacial layer, the cathode material layer was prepared and deposited using the same method.  

 

II.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy measurements 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out under a single 

air atmosphere to characterize symmetrical half-cells including the GDC-YSZ interfacial layer 

added between the cathode material and the GDC10 electrolyte. 

The symmetrical cells (Pt/electrolyte/Pt), (interfacial layer/electrolyte/interfacial layer) and 

(cathode/interfacial layer/electrolyte/interfacial layer/cathode) were placed in a high-

temperature oven (T max = 850 °C) between two current collectors made of Pt grids. The EIS 

measurements were performed in a four-electrode configuration under zero current conditions 

using an Autolab 72739 equipped with a Frequency Response Analyzer (FRA), in the range of 

0.01 Hz to 1 MHz with an applied amplitude of 50 mV (a linear response was observed for 

amplitudes varying from 50 to 300 mV). The impedance diagrams were analyzed using Zview 

software [27]. It should be noted that for the cells without the nickelate cathode, a platinum 

layer (Platinum ink 6082, METALOR ®) was deposited by painting using a fine brush in a 

symmetrical manner on both sides of the cell and heated in air at 900 °C, for 1 hour, before EIS 

measurements to improve the electrical contacts. 
 

III. Results and Discussion 

III.1. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
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The XRD diagram obtained at room temperature for the LNPNO5 powder calcined at 1000 °C 

for 4 hours (Figure 1) characterizes a pure and well-crystallized sample. The peaks are indexed 

using the JCPDS sheet # 211274. The results found are in good agreement with the results found 

previously by Vibhu, Vaibhav, et al. [31] when studying the La1.5Pr0.5NiO4+ δ composition and 

in agreement with the results of the La1.5Pr0.5NiO4+δ and La1.5Pr0.5Ni0.9Cu0.1O4 compounds 

reported by Zhao, Chen, et al [32]. 

The lanthanum-based compound (La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4+δ) doped with neodymium (Nd) and 

praseodymium (Pr) crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure with the Fmmm space group           

[31,33-35]. The determined cell parameters are: a= 5,4451 Å (±0.01 Å), b= 5,4719 Å (±0.01 

Å), c= 12,6137 Å (±0.002 Å),  =  =  = 90° and the cell volume = 375,827 Å3 (±0.0001 Å3). 

As expected, doping with an element with a lower radius such as praseodymium and 

neodymium compared to that of lanthanum leads to a decrease in the lattice parameters (radii 

La3+ = 1.032 Å > radii Pr3+ = 0.990 Å  >  radii  Nd3+ = 0.983 Å [36]), which has already been 

observed and discussed by other authors [36, 37]. 

 

III.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Figure 2 shows the SEM image obtained for LNPNO5, we observe the simultaneous presence 

of agglomerates consisting of small grains (submicron) of spherical shape with a grain size of 

300 nm approximately. 

The SEM image recorded for the cross-section of the LNPNO5/GDC-YSZ/GDC/GDC-

YSZ/LNPNO5 and LNPNO5/GDC/LNPNO5 symmetrical cells is shown in Figure 3. a and b 

respectively. It should be noted that sample preparation for this observation is a delicate step, 

as manually breaking the cell in half leads to the phenomenon of wiping the surface layer of 

LNPNO5 and sometimes to fissures in the GDC electrolyte (cells do not break in two regularly). 

The thickness of the interfacial layer is of the order of 6 µm and it is quite clear that the 

interfacial layer and the electrode are homogeneous and well adhering to both the electrolyte 

and cathode materials, which is supposed to lower the interface polarization resistances, 

resulting in an improvement of the electrochemical performances.  

III.3. Oxygen stoichiometry (δ) determined by iodometric titration 

The δ value determined in this work (δ = 0.16) well agrees with that found by Vibhu et al. [31] 

for the material La1.5Pr0.5NiO4+δ (δ = 0.17). It is known that oxygen stoichiometric A2BO4 

compounds have strong structural constraints; the insertion of additional oxygen within the 

structure and the partial oxidation of divalent into trivalent nickel are two phenomena that 
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contribute to the stabilization of the structure. The doping of the lanthanum site with elements 

of smaller ionic radii increases steric stresses, leading to favor an increase in oxygen over-

stoichiometry. Table 1 illustrates oxygen stoichiometry values measured at 25° C in previous 

works. Since the Pr3+ and Nd3+ have close ionic radii, it is then logical to reach similar δ values. 

Table 1.  Oxygen over-stoichiometry values measured at 25 °C  

 for various A2BO4 compounds.  
Sample Method of 

Elaboration 

T °C/Sintering (δ iod.) 

 

(δ TGA) 

 

Ref. 

La1.5 Pr0.5NiO4+δ nitrate-citrate 1200 /2 h 0.17 0.16 [31] 

La2Ni0.8Co0.2O4 Sol- Gel / 0.20 / [38] 

La2Ni0.7Co0.3O4+δ Sol- Gel 1300 /8 h 0.15 / [39] 

La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4+δ nitrate-citrate 1000 /4 h 0.16  This 

Work 

 

III.4. XPS Analysis 

In the XPS spectra of the La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 powder, all the structural elements are 

correctly observed on the surface of the synthesized material (Figure 4, survey spectrum in 

the top panel (a)). These elements are the La and Ni, the Nd and Pr dopants, Oxygen, and 

adventitious carbon (from surface contamination). Figure 4 also displays the details of the 

oxygen 1s core level (middle panel (b)), and the La-Ni core levels region (bottom panel (c)). 

This study is focused on the quantification one can extract from the curve fitting of the most 

significant regions of the spectra, namely the La 3d, Ni 2p, Nd 3d, Pr 3d, and O1s core levels 

peaks.  Atomic percentages of those elements were calculated based on the measured peak 

areas of the core levels regions and theoretical photoionization cross sections using the 

Avantage® software, from Thermo Fischer. It should be noted that to minimize fitting errors, 

the nickel concentration has been calculated using Ni 3p core level peak at 68 eV, instead of 

the Ni 2p or Ni 3s, because the Ni 2p level is (strongly) overlapped with La 3d3/2 one, while 

the Ni 3s line is overlapped with La 4p one.  

The XPS experimentally determined elemental composition is summarized in Table 2, 

which also reports the expected values (or theoretical values) that have been theoretically 

calculated from the nickelate formula. 
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Table 2. XPS quantification of the surface composition of the La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 material; 

the theoretical values are calculated from the nickelate formula. 

Element La Ni Pr Nd O  𝐋𝐚 + 𝐏𝐫 + 𝐍𝐝

𝐍𝐢
 

𝐎𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐭

∑ 𝐜𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧
 

𝐎𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐭 

𝐎𝐚𝐝𝐬
 Oads(OH)% 

XPS values 

(%) 

10.0 14.3 0.8 3.7 43.8 1.0 0.7 0.65 24.68 

Theoretical 

values / (%) 

21.0 14.0 2.8 4.2 58.1 2.0 1.4   

The O 1s region, as examined earlier [5], contains three types of oxygen atoms, with different 

local chemical environments (Figure 4b); the peaks at 528.4 eV and 529.9 eV fingerprint the 

oxygen of the crystal lattice; at 531.0 eV are the oxygen atoms of hydroxyl groups, while the 

532.4 eV peak identifies the oxygen type corresponding to adsorbed water [40-44]. According 

to the curve fitting results, the oxygen atoms in the crystal lattice account for 16.2 % of the total 

material composition, whereas hydroxyl groups and water account for 25.1 % and 2.4 %, 

respectively. As shown in Table 2, the nickelate surface is strongly hydroxylated (OH¯); this is 

a property of most rare earth oxide materials that can be identified thanks to the surface 

sensitivity of the XPS analysis.  

Table 2 allows comparing the surface composition measured by XPS and the calculated one by 

supposing a stoichiometric material composition. Note that the carbon superficial 

contamination is not shown in the table, but has been included in the calculations. Note also 

that if the nickel element surface concentration has not significantly changed, the rest of the 

elements have lower values than those expected. Clear differences appear thus between the 

surface composition and the expected values. 

The calculated (Olatt / Σcations) ratio between the oxygen of the lattice and the sum of all the 

cations is half of the expected amount, the results show that the lattice oxygen content at the 

surface (0.7) is slightly lower than that of the bulk, indicating a cationic character of the surface 

of LNPNO5 material. This may enhance the surface activity of the materials. On the other hand, 

due to the coexistence of Ni(II) and Ni(III) on the surface of LNPNO5 material, the cationic 

redox reaction, surface charge storage as well as electronic and ionic properties can also be 

improved. 

Being around 57.2% of the total surface oxygen, the quantity of the surface hydroxyls surpasses 

all the other oxygen species. It is therefore quite possible that the OH¯ comes from the 

hydroxylation of some cations, in particular, the lanthanide elements of the La, Nd, and Pr 
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owing to their hygroscopic nature, as well as from the conversion of part of the lattice oxygen 

into hydroxyl groups. One knows indeed that some water is adsorbed on the material surface. 

In Figure 4c, the La(3d) and  Ni(2p) XPS region is complex due to strong overlapping caused 

by spin-orbit effects, shake-up satellites, and chemical shifts. Indeed, one very interesting 

observation is that the La 3d3/2 + Ni 2p3/2 region, in the lanthanum nickelate oxides, has a distinct 

shape when compared to Ni-free lanthanide compounds. In the first ones, the region appears 

much broader and the intensity of the main peak of La 3d3/2 is lower than that of the presumed 

satellite peak; this is undoubtedly due to the real contribution of Ni 2p3/2 components. In this 

work, we point out that the La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 material has a particular composition due to 

the presence of one transition metal and three lanthanide elements. These four elements form 

ionic bonds with the oxygen anions [45] and therefore the binding energies of their core levels 

should show high values. But the lanthanum element is partially substituted by 25% of two 

other lanthanide elements, Nd and Pr. This is expected to reduce the ionic character of the La-

O bond and allow the binding energy of La 3d3/2 to be displaced to a lower value. In addition 

to this, it was recently revealed that in the lanthanum nickelate perovskite compound, the Ni-O 

bond has a stronger ionic character than the La-O bond [46]. This also makes it possible to 

predict a displacement of the positions of the Ni 2p3/2 components to the high values while the 

La 3d3/2 components will shift to the low values. Accordingly, this can be considered as 

somewhat facilitating the separation of the Ni 2p3/2 and La 3d3/2 components in the La 3d3/2 + 

Ni 2p3/2 region. 

 Then one can safely identify between 845 and 858 eV four main components: at lower binding 

energy (849.6 eV and 851.2 eV) are two peaks attributed to La 3d3/2, while at higher binding 

energy (853.7 eV and 855.1 eV) two structures can be assigned to the Ni2+ and Ni3+ components, 

of the 3/2 spin-orbit doublet [41, 43, 44, 46]. It is observed that the Ni3+oxidized species are the 

most contributory by about 57% which can even be balanced with oxygen super-stoichiometry 

and may have a role in ensuring the chemical stability of the surface material. 

The percentages of XPS and theoretical calculations in Table 2 reveal that the sum of the XPS 

quantity of lanthanides is roughly half of the expected value and is close to the nickel amount 

in the surface, while the nickel quantity is practically unaltered. This indicates that the surface 

of the material is rich in nickel in comparison to the lanthanides. 

The calculated (Olatt/Σcations) ratio and Ni3+ percentage are parameters indicating that the 

surface is rich in cations (compared to anions) suggesting the material surface has a cationic 

character, or rather it has some proprieties of a Lewis acid. Through this surface study, it can 
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be concluded that the surface of the material has undergone a drastic change after the 

introduction of Nd and Pr elements. In the next paragraphs, we will show this ‘Lewis acid’ 

property may be reflected in good electrochemical characteristics.   

III.5.  Chemical Reactivity   

It should be noted that the temperatures chosen for the studies of the chemical reactivity 

between the various components of the symmetrical cells correspond to the heat treatment 

temperatures for subsequent shaping. 

 

III.5.1. Chemical reactivity between the interfacial layer (IL) and the electrolytes 

The chemical reactivity between the two electrolytes (8YSZ and GDC10) was studied through 

the study of the thermal behavior of the GDC-YSZ mixture (50% (YSZ) / 50% (GDC10)). 

Figure 5 shows the diffractograms of the electrolytes 8YSZ, GDC10, and of the GDC-YSZ 

mixture obtained after heating at 1350 °C during 3 days. From Figure 5a, only the peaks 

characterizing the two phases 8YSZ and GDC10 are observed [28-30]. The reactivity test 

between the two electrolytes, 8YSZ and GDC10, (Figure 5b) shows that both compounds retain 

their own structure without any significant chemical reaction. Obviously, no new peak is 

identified in the XRD diagram, indicating that there is no chemical reaction between them at 

least under the conditions of this work.  

 

III.5.2. Study of the reactivity between the Interfacial Layer (IL) and the electrode 

A mixture of 50/50 (% wt) of the LNPNO5 and GDC-YSZ powders was heated at 800 °C 

during 3 days, in air. Their XRD diffractogram is represented in Figure 6. 

This experiment was performed in order to check a possible decomposition of the LNPNO5 

phase leading to the formation of secondary phases as previously observed for similar nickelates 

[28]. From Figure 6, no structural changes were found, which is in agreement with Solis et al. 

[47] who did not report any decomposition of the La1.5Pr0.5NiO4+δ powder after 2 weeks at 750 

°C, in air, attesting to the absence of any decomposition or reactivity with the electrolyte. The 

LNPNO5 material exhibits good thermodynamic stability at an intermediate operating 

temperature of 800 °C. Both interfaces of our cells are well optimized, and electrochemical 

studies can be performed on the corresponding cells prepared in these conditions. This mixture, 

therefore, can be used as an interfacial layer between the La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4,16 material and the 

Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-δ electrolyte. 
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III.6.  Electrochemical characterizations  

With the goal to characterize the electrochemical properties of the ceramic cells, 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed. In addition, in 

order to distinguish the different impedance contributions of the various components of the cell 

(electrolyte, interfacial layer, and the electrode), the electrochemical measurements were 

performed under air versus temperature on the following symmetrical cells: Pt/ GDC-YSZ 

/GDC10/ GDC-YSZ /Pt and LNPNO5 / GDC-YSZ / GDC10 / GDC-YSZ / LNPNO5. 

First of all, it should be noted that the data relating to the electrochemical impedance 

measurements corresponding to the Pt/GDC/Pt cells published by the same author, M. FERKHI 

and . al [3] have been reused in this work.  

Platinum electrodes and single-phase electrolytes were first measured so that the impedance 

contribution of the pure ionic conductor can easily be distinguished compared to Pt-blocking 

electrodes. According to such measurements, the ionic conductivity can be deduced; it is 

consistent with values previously reported in the literature [28, 48, 49]. For example, the value 

measured in air, at 700 °C is of the order of 58.9 mS.cm-1 (see Fig.9). 

In the same way, EIS diagrams were recorded on the Pt /GDC-YSZ /GDC10 /GDC-YSZ / Pt 

symmetrical cell. Figure 7a and 7b shows the plots of the Nyquist diagrams recorded at 400 

and 700 °C under air. The corresponding equivalent circuit is also presented. 

At 400 °C, the impedance diagrams can be decomposed into various contributions that were 

fitted to the equivalent circuit of type (R1//CPE1)-(R2//CPE2) (as described in the inset of 

Figure 7a) and at 700 °C to a circuit of type (R1//CPE1).  

Based on the Nyquist diagrams observed at low temperatures (400 °C), the different semi-

circles characterizing the different phenomena can be attributed as follows: 

- The two semi-circles located between 106-104 Hz (HF1) and 104 -103 Hz (HF2), expressed by 

the conduction of O2- ions in the grains, are attributed to grains (intra-granular conduction) and 

grain boundaries (inter-granular conduction) responses respectively [3]. The semi-circle at high 

frequency (HF1) disappears with increasing temperature. 

- The semi-circles appearing between 103-10-1 Hz show the response of the interfacial layer 

which ends with the response of a Pt electrode playing the role of a blocking electrode (Fig.7.a). 

With respect to the frequency range and the associated capacitive effect, the resistance R1 can 

be assigned to the sum of the ohmic resistances of the GDC10 electrolyte and the GDC-YSZ 

interfacial layer (Fig.7a). 
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The region where the interfacial layer appears is the same in the presence of the LNPNO5 

electrode (Fig. 10.a). 

At high temperature (700 °C), a response shift from the interfacial layer to the medium 

frequency region can be distinguished. At these temperatures, the kinetics are enhanced and the 

response of the LNPNO5 electrode becomes increasingly clearer. At 700 °C, the response of 

LNPNO5 is observed between 10 and 10-2 Hz (Fig. 10b). 

 

To confirm the response of all contributions relating to the electrolyte, interfacial layer, and 

electrode, the equivalent capacitance of each contribution was calculated using the relations: 

 

 

 

 

The equivalent capacitances (CPE) of each impedance contribution are plotted as a function of 

temperature using Schouler's method [50, 51] in Figure 8. Nevertheless, the attribution of 

chemical and/or electrochemical processes is not straightforward.  

As shown in Fig. 8 a and b, the capacitances of each process do vary slightly with the inverse 

of the temperature. For the semi-circle at high frequency (HF1), the capacitance values of the 

GDC electrolyte are around the order of 10-4 F. cm-2 (Fig.8.a). The capacitances at medium 

frequencies for the GDC (Fig.8.a) and the values concerning the interfacial layer (Fig.8.b) are 

almost of the same order and are between 10-3 and 10-4 F. cm-2. Depending on the inverse of 

the temperature, these values vary in increasing ways. This confirms the good localization in 

the frequency ranges shown below of the responses of the GDC electrolyte (106-104 Hz) and 

the interfacial layer (from 103 to about 10-1 Hz). 

As for the electrode (Fig.8.c), the low-frequency range (LF) is characterized by high 

capacitance values C ≈ 10-1 - 10 F. cm−2, it is almost independent of the temperature, which 

means that the same electrode phenomenon is involved. L. Mogni et al. [52], S. Pang et al. [53], 

B. Philippeau et. al. [28], and other works [54, 55] have attributed this contribution to the 

diffusion of O2 gas through the porous electrode (i.e. electrode phenomena).  

For the medium frequency (MF) contributions (Fig.8.c), the capacitance values correspond to 

C ≈ 10-3 - 10-2 F.cm−2, the values being again independent of temperature. By comparison with 

previous work [29], an increase in the capacitance values (MF) has been noticed, which can be 

related to the presence of the interfacial layer between the electrode and the electrolyte. This 

increase in capacitance values has already been observed for instance by T. Ogier et. al. [29], 
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when studying Ln2NiO4 (Ln: La, Pr where Nd) materials screen printed on the YSZ electrolyte 

coated with an interfacial layer of GDC. This capacitance range is attributed to the Oxygen 

Reduction Reaction (ORR) processes, i.e. the phenomena of molecular oxygen dissociation and 

the charge transfer occurring at the electrode interface/O2 gas, rather than ion transfer at the 

electrode/layer interfacial [56-58]. 

The O2- ionic conductivities are plotted in Figure 9 as a function of the inverse of the 

temperature for the only GDC10 electrolyte and for GDC10 coated with the GDC-YSZ 

interfacial layer. For comparison, ionic conductivity values of the YSZ electrolyte are also 

given. 

As expected, the ionic conductivity of the ceramic coated with the mixed additional interfacial 

layer is located between the two single-phase electrolyte materials. As a consequence, the 

strategy is not to directly reduce the ohmic drop through the electrolyte but to induce a positive 

effect concerning the ionic transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface and a beneficial 

influence on the kinetics of the electrochemical reaction at the level of the electrode material. 

In order to correlate the electrochemical performances with the architecture of the cell, it is 

important to consider the effective active surface area. This area is the surface zone where the 

ionic transfer is possible and can be defined using the concept of constriction resistance. In the 

case of an ideal situation, the total geometric area can be considered. For a non-ideal situation, 

the observed resistance (Robserved) depends on the real active area. In the present study, 

considering a constant conductivity () at a fixed temperature, it could be deduced that the 

GDC-YSZ layer improves the active area between electrode and electrolyte inducing a lower 

resistance (indeed the conductivity is defined as:  = 1/Robserved × (L /Aactive) with L being the 

thickness). The important information is that GDC conducts the current on the entire surface 

due to its interface properties. 

Electrochemical properties were then performed on LNPNO5 / GDC-YSZ / GDC10 

symmetrical cells, made up of the electrode material, the GDC10 electrolyte in the presence of 

the GDC-YSZ interfacial layer between the cathode and the electrolyte. Figure 10 shows 

typical Nyquist diagrams, with the corresponding equivalent circuits, recorded at 400, 500, 600, 

700, and 800 °C, in air. 

According to the EIS measurements, the Area Specific Resistance (ASR, in Ω.cm2) of the LNPNO5 

cathode material was calculated using the following relation:  ASR = Rp × S / 2, with Rp, the electrode 

polarization resistance (Rp) corresponding to the sum of the resistances of the last two 

semicircles expressed in ohm (Ω), S is the surface area of the sample in cm2. 
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Figure 11 shows the Arrhenius plots of the ASR of LNPNO5 cathode material deposited on 

the GDC10 electrolyte in the presence of the (YSZ - GDC) interface layer. 

It is clearly seen that the addition of the GDC-YSZ interfacial layer between the LNPNO5 

cathode material and the GDC10 electrolyte leads to low values of ASR. For example, at 600 

°C and 700 °C the ASRs values, 0.060 and 0.022 .cm2, respectively, are quite interesting 

compared to results recently reported in the literature (Table 3). The activation energy of the 

LNPNO5 material is very low and is of the order of 0.96 eV. This phenomenon could be 

assigned to the improvement of the increase of the electrode/electrolyte surface area. To our 

knowledge, such low values had never been observed until now on materials of the same family. 

Table 3.   ASRs values and activation energies of the cathode materials on 8YSZ and GDC 

electrolytes (this work) compared with those reported in the literature. 

Symmetrical cell Rp (.cm2)/T (°C) Ea (eV) Ref, Year 

On YSZ electrolyte  

La2NiO4 / 8YSZ 0.370 /800 °C 1.40 [29], 2015 

La2NiO4 / 8YSZ 0.930 /600 °C - [31], 2015 

La2NiO4 (Porous) /La2NiO4 (dense)/ 8YSZ 2.200 /800 °C - [59], 2009 

La2NiO4 (Porous) /La2NiO4 (dense)/GDC 

/8YSZ 
1.300 /800 °C 

- 
[59], 2009 

La2NiO4/Ce0.8Gd0.2O2-δ / 8YSZ 0.090 /800 °C - [29], 2015 

La1,5Pr0,5NiO4 / 8YSZ 0.730 /600 °C - [31], 2015 

La0,5Pr1,5NiO4 / 8YSZ 0.230 /600 °C - [31], 2015 

LaPrNiO4 / 8YSZ 0.290 /600 °C - [31], 2015 

Pr2NiO4+δ / 8YSZ 0.150 /600 °C - [31], 2015 

Pr2NiO4+δ / 8YSZ 0.140 /800 °C 0.90 [29], 2015 

Nd2NiO4+δ /8YSZ 0.150 /800 °C 1.27 [29], 2015 

La0,6Sr0,4Fe0,8Co0,2O3 / 8YSZ 0.050 /800 °C 1.53 [29], 2015 

Pr2NiO4+δ /Ce0.8Gd0.2O2-δ/ 8YSZ 0.050 /800 °C - [29], 2015 

Nd2NiO4+δ /Ce0.8Gd0.2O2-δ/8YSZ 0.090 /800 °C - [29], 2015 

La0,6Sr0,4Fe0,8Co0,2O3/Ce0.8Gd0.2O2-δ/ 8YSZ 0.050 /800 °C - [29], 2015 

Pr0.5Ba0.5Co0.25Fe0.75O3-δ/Ce0.9Gd0.1O3-

δ/SCSZ 
0.050 /700 °C 1.15 [60], 2018 

La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.9Nb0.1O3-δ/Ce0.8Gd0.2O2- 

δ/8YSZ 

0.050 /800 °C 

0.030 /850 °C 
1.56 [61], 2019 

On GDC electrolyte 

La2NiO4 / GDC 2.200 /600 °C - [28], 2013 

La2NiO4 / GDC 3.330 /600 °C 0.77 [37], 2017 

La2NiO4 (Porous)/La2NiO4 (dense)/ GDC 0.420 /600 °C 1.09 [37], 2017 

La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4,16 /C (50%) + Y (50%)/ 

GDC 

0.060 /600 °C 

0.022 /700 °C 
0.96 This Work 

La1,5Pr0,5NiO4 / GDC 2.370 /600 °C 0.63 [37], 2017 
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LaPrNiO4 / GDC 1.630 /600 °C 0.63 [37], 2017 

Pr2NiO4+δ / GDC 0.830 /600 °C 0.66 [37], 2017 

Pr2NiO4+δ / GDC 0.280 /600 °C - [28], 2013 

Nd2NiO4+δ / GDC 4.900 /600 °C - [28], 2013 

La1,5Pr0,5NiO4 (Porous)/La1,5Pr0,5NiO4 

(dense)/ GDC 
0.230 /600 °C 

1.08 [37], 2017 

LaPrNiO4 (Porous)/ LaPrNiO4 (dense)/ 

GDC 
0.120 /600 °C 0.80 [37], 2017 

Pr2NiO4+δ (Porous)/ Pr2NiO4+δ (dense)/  

GDC 
0.080 /600 °C 0.78 [37], 2017 

 

Indeed, it is interesting to compare our results found for the material LNPNO5 (ASR of 0.06 

Ω.cm² (on GDC10 at 600 °C) and activation energy of 0.96 eV) with those reported in Table 3; 

the combined improvement of conduction and ionic transfer properties, as well as the 

electrochemical properties of the LNPNO5 cathode material itself, seems to be at the origin of 

these interesting results and validate the approach of architecture electrode and the choice of 

LNPNO5 oxide. 

 

III. Conclusion 

In this work, a new electrode made of the La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 material was synthesized by 

the citrate method and characterized by XRD, SEM, XPS, and iodometric analysis to evaluate 

the purity of the phase, the morphology of the powders, the surface chemical state and the 

oxygen (over)stoichiometry, respectively. With the aim of possible use as cathode material for 

SOFC fuel cells (IT-SOFS), a commercial electrolyte (Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-δ (GDC10) was used, and 

the interface between the cathode materials and the electrolytes has been improved by the 

addition of an interfacial layer of composition [8YSZ (50%) + GDC10 (50%)]. 

The XRD analysis confirmed the purity of the synthesized phases; the materials doped with 

praseodymium show no other phase, unlike most of the research on these materials which, 

always, shows the presence of the Pr6O11 impurity.  

The SEM cross-section image shows the good adhesion between the constituents of the cell, a 

good porosity of the cathode material, the interfacial layer, and the GDC10 electrolyte to be 

dense.  The XPS and iodometry analyses characterize an anionic character of the material, an 

important property for easy displacement of oxide ions in these materials. 

The chemical reactivity was studied between the interfacial layer and GDC10 electrolyte and, 

also, between the synthesized material and (8YSZ (50%) + GDC10 (50%)) interfacial layer. 
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The XRD diagram showed no impurity phase meaning no chemical reactivity between all the 

cathode and electrolyte components.    

The electrochemical measurements by impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the symmetrical half-

cell show La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 specific resistance values in the presence of the interfacial layer 

(8YSZ (50%) + GDC10 (50%)) as low as 0.06 Ω.cm2 at 600 °C and 0.022 Ω.cm2 at 700 °C. It 

has been concluded that this material exhibits very good electrochemical properties at the 

intermediate temperature of 600 and 700 °C; this confirms the interest in such a new 

architecture (consisting of this new material in the presence of the new interfacial layer) at 

intermediate temperatures for SOFCs. The activation energy of the LNPNO5 material is 0.96 eV 

meaning the improvement of the kinetics of the reactions at the level of the electrode. It was also 

observed that the capacitance values were increased compared to the literature values due to 

the benefit of the presence of the interfacial layer between the electrode and the electrolyte. 

We finally demonstrated an interest in structured cells made up of an interface layer 

based on GDC and YSZ; in addition, La1.5Nd0.3Pr0.2NiO4.16 can be qualified to be an excellent 

cathode material for SOFC fuel cells operating at intermediate temperatures, 600 – 700 °C. 
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